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Job Title: 
Pilot, KC-135R/T

Where do you work?
I am based primarily out of Washington State but I have traveled all over 
the world and the country for my work.

Where did you go for post-secondary education?
I attended the United States Air Force Academy for my Mechanical 
Engineering Degree.

Why did you choose this field? When did you know?
I have always enjoyed engineering but I have always had a passion for 
aviation. In college when I realized how much they go hand in hand I 
ultimately decided to fly planes for a living. One possible position in this 
career field is a flight test engineer in which you can do it both. 

What is your favorite part of your job?
My favorite part of the job is the amount I get to travel. I always get to see 
new places which means I am always being challenged.  The job itself 
requires constant learning and that helps it to never get dull. 



● The primary mission of the KC-135 is to refuel other aircraft in the sky to help them get to where they need 
to go (think flying gas station). With that, we are constantly integrating STEM into our workplace. 

● Before we even touch the aircraft we have to study meteorology to know what the weather will be doing to 
us. We also become versed in aerospace physiology to understand what altitude changes will do to us and 
to recognize the effects of hypoxia (lack of oxygen). 

● On the ground we also calculate what our takeoff speed will be that day based off of the weather 
conditions and the aircraft weight which changes based off of how much gas we put in the jet. 

● When we are in the air we have to monitor several systems like hydraulics, electrics, fuel, and our engines, 
and understand the science and engineering behind them in case something goes wrong. 

● We often have failures of certain things in the air, but knowing how everything works we are always able 
to solve those problems.  

● We always use math to calculate when we need to descend to arrive at the airport at the right altitude. 
● Aviation is one of the most dynamic career fields in that technology is always changing and we must keep 

up with it constantly. 

How would you 
describe what you do? 



“On the Job” 
photos



Helpful HS and MS courses that helped you prepare?
Physics and algebra helped me to prepare the most.

Influential Monti teachers?
Some of my most influential teachers were Mrs. 
Boraas from elementary, Mr. Stoick and Mrs. Chu 
from high school. 

What activities were you involved in?
Outside of class I was involved in sports.  I grew up 
playing soccer, baseball and basketball but eventually 
transitioned to basketball only.

What advice do you have when it comes to job related skills?
Always keep learning, in every career field things are going to be constantly changing as technology keeps evolving.  
The second you stop learning you will begin to fall behind your peers in your job.  Education and the desire for more 
knowledge is by far the most important job skill to have.  Finally, always have fun with what you do.  Steve Jobs once 
said that the only way to do great work is to love what you do.  That is 100% correct.  Don’t ever pursue a career for 
money alone.
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